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Mrs Wobble the Waitress
by Allan Ahlberg

This cheery and funny tale is another winner in the Happy Families range of stories. Perfect for sharing, it is

sure to raise lots of giggles!

 

Mister Seahorse
by Eric Carle

Mister Seahorse, like many other types of marine animal, is a 'male mother'.

 

Freddie and the Fairy
by Julia Donaldson and Karen George

Freddie rescues a fairy who offers to grant him his every wish. The only problem is that she can't hear very

well, and so his wishes result in some unexpected surprises...

 

Toad and I
by Louise Yates

When Kitty's ball bounces over the fence, she meets Toad. His friends are upset about peculiar incidents

involving meteorites and monsters, so brave Kitty helps to investigate. A wacky adventure about having fun

and making new friends.

 

Big Scary Monster
by Thomas Docherty

A cautionary tale, humorously told and beautifully illustrated, with plenty of scope for noisy participation from

young readers.

 

Follow that Bear if you Dare
by Claire Freedman

Hare thinks he loves bears, so he buys a book which he thinks will help him catch one.
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The Old Tree
by Ruth Brown

While Pigeon is delivering the morning post to all the residents of the old tree, she asks each in turn what the

white cross on the tree trunk means.

 

All for One
by Jill Murphy

Marlon wants to play with Basher, Boomps-a-daisy and Alligatina - but they don't seem all that keen on

playing with him.

 

Badness For Beginners
by Ian Whybrow

Mum and Dad wolf do everything they can to teach Little Wolf and baby Smellybreff how to grow up big and

bad.

 

Blue Penguin
by Petr Horáĉek

Blue Penguin wants to belong. But how does he convince the other penguins that he is just like them? A

touching story about friendship and fitting in.

 

Q Pootle 5
by Nick Butterworth

On his way to a moon party, Q Pootle 5 lands unexpectedly on Earth when one of his rocket boosters breaks

down.

 

Frank and Teddy Make Friends
by Louise Yates

Because Professor Frank Mouse is so small, the familiar objects portrayed appear large, as many things in life

do to young readers.

 

The Magical Snow Garden
by Tracey Corderoy

Wellington Penguin wants to grow a garden - but how can he do that in the snow? A vibrant picture book

about how you never know what you can achieve until you try.
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Little Rabbit's New Baby
by Harry Horse

Little Rabbit is getting so excited about a new baby arriving. When Mama comes home with triplets who sleep

all the time, he is terribly disappointed.

 

The New Small Person
by Lauren Child

An endearingly funny story, featuring Lauren Child's heart-warming illustrations, about the arrival of a new

sibling and the havoc that ensues.

 

Where's Jamela?
by Niki Daly

Jamela is worried about moving to her new home, although her mother tries to reassure her that they will be

happy there.

 

Milo Armadillo
by Jan Fearnley

'Just one pink, fluffy rabbit', sighed Tallula, 'Is it too much to ask?' After all, it is her birthday. But finding pink

fluffy rabbits isn't easy, so Gran decides to knit one.

 

Where's Tumpty
by Polly Dunbar

One of Polly Dunbar's Tilly and Friends series, which follow the imaginary adventures of Tilly and her toy

animals.

 

Down the Back of the Chair
by Margaret Mahy

Mary's Father is growing poorer by the day and soon the family will run out of money. On top of that he has

lost his car keys, so his daughter suggests he looks down the back of the chair.

 

The King of Tiny Things
by Jeanne Willis

Two little girls and are very excited about camping in the garden but when bedtime comes and all the

nighttime bugs come out, the idea doesn't seem so appealing.
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Tell Me Something Happy Before I Go to Sleep
by Joyce Dunbar

Willa can't sleep. She is afraid she might have bad dreams. Her brother, Willoughby, suggests she should think

of something happy.

 

Barney the Boat Dog: Very Brave Dog
by Linda Newbery

One day Barney the dog gets left behind on land when his owner Jim sets off into a tunnel. He has to find a

way back to Jim, which involves being very brave.

 

Minnow and the Bear
by Ben Blathwayt

Blathwayt creates a modern myth with his tale of a cave boy who saves his people in a time of hardship

 

Eliot Jones, Midnight Superhero
by Anne Cottringer

This laugh-out-loud picture book is a delight

 

Goldilocks and the Three Bears
by Valerie Gorbachev

When a young girl walking in the woods discovers an empty house that belongs to a family of bears, she sets

about making herself comfortable...

 

Blue Chameleon
by Emily Gravett

Blue chameleon is lonely, so turns himself into a variety of things in an attempt to make a new friend.

 

Duck's Key: Where Can It Be?
by Jez Alborough

Duck is looking for the key to drive his truck but only the irrepressible Frog knows where it is and wherever

Duck looks, Frog and the key are just one step away!
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Snow White and Rose Red
by Bernadette Watts

Snow White and Rose Red live in an isolated cottage in the middle of the forest with their widowed mother.

One wintry night there is a knock at the door...

 

A House in the Woods
by Inga Moore

There’s lots for young readers to discover and discuss in the illustrations, with a lovely message of friendship

and helpfulness

 

The Snuggle Sandwich
by Malachy Doyle

Toddler Annie starts her day with a snuggle in bed with her parents and Edward, her teddy bear, before the

rush of a family having breakfast and variously setting off for school and work.

 

A Brave Bear
by Sean Taylor

A book for families, for dads and for illustration fans, this is in the same territory as the phenomenally

successful Guess How Much I Love You, but with a subtler sentimentality that might appeal to a new

generation of parents.

 

Baby Brains and Robomum
by Simon James

Another adventure for the smartest baby in the whole world, in which he invents a robotic mother to lend a

hand around the house for his exhausted and overworked parents.

 

Sleepy Me!
by Marni McGee

Delightful and reassuring story about a bear going to bed - perfect for bedtimes

 

The Goodnight Star
by Amy Sparkes

A glittering shooting star helps a little girl overcome her fears of the dark at bed time.
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The Snow Friends
by Ian Whybrow

Little Pig sits reading, content in his cosy bed. But one day the new words that he reads encourage him to look

beyond the solitary security of home.

 

Happy Birthday Chimp and Zee
by Catherine and Laurence Anholt

Chimp and Zee's birthday is a special day - once they have opened their cards and presents they can hardly

wait for the big, stripy surprise they have been promised.

 

1 2 3 Little Donkey
by Rindert Kromhaut

One shopping bag hiding treats and two nosy friends determined to find them leads to nine fat tears and ten

soft kisses in this appealing counting book.

 

Zoo Girl
by Rebecca Elliott

A heart-warming tale told with just twenty words and very effective illustration. Ideal for classroom use

 

Zoe and Beans: Pirate Treasure!
by Chloe and Mick Inkpen

Zoe and her trusty dog, Beans, are at the seaside with Oliver and his baby sister, Evie. Zoe is looking for

treasure.

 

Snow Bear
by Tony Mitton

A small bear is searching for a winter home. Everywhere he tries is occupied, until he finds a cottage inhabited

only by one small girl, who welcomes him inside.

 

Patrick
by Quentin Blake

Setting out to buy a violin, Patrick finds that playing it transforms not only his outlook on life, but the lives of

all he meets, be it plant, animal or human!
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Troll Wood
by Kathryn Cave

Three generations of a family are on the move looking for a home when they find themselves near Troll Wood,

a place of mystery where no-one goes.

 

My Friend Nigel
by Jo Hodgkinson

Billy’s parents are mad about magic but their spells usually go wrong with dangerous results! When Billy

rescues a snail, his parents decide he needs a more interesting pet.

 

Mrs Pepperpot’s Christmas
by Alf Prøysen

Mrs Pepperpot’s shrinking habit can be very inconvenient, especially when she wants to go shopping for

Christmas presents

 

Mr Big
by Ed Vere

With its gruff hero, vibrant, strong colours, bold design and spare text, this story about looking beyond

appearances has a satisfying punchy simplicity and jazzy feel.

 

The Snail House
by Allan Ahlberg

Grandma tells her grandchildren an enchanting tale about three siblings who shrink in size until they are

small enough to sneak beneath the door into the garden.

 

I Am Invited to a Party
by Mo Willems

In this story Piggie is invited to her first party, and Gerald continually worries that she won’t have exactly the

right costume.

 

The Mouse Who Reached the Sky
by Petr Horáček

A simple tale of friendship and cooperation between animals, beautifully illustrated in Horáček's distinctive

style.
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The Twin Giants
by Dick King-Smith

At the age of twenty and the height of eighteen feet, twin brothers Normus and Lottavim each decided to look

for a wife.

 

I Love You Already!
by Jory John

Duck is desperate to spend a fun-filled day with his friend, but Bear just wants to be by himself. This vibrantly

illustrated tale about friendship is full of humour and warmth.
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